To estimate the number of substring matches against string data, count suffix trees (CS-tree) have been used as a kind of alphanumeric histograms. Although the trees are useful for substring count estimation in short data strings (e.g. name or title), they reveal several drawbacks when the target is changed to extremely long strings. First, it becomes too hard or at least slow to build CS-trees, because their origin, the suffix tree, has memory-bottleneck problem with long strings. Secondly, some of CS-tree-node counts are incorrect due to frequent pruning of nodes. Therefore, we propose the count q-gram tree (CQ-tree) as an alphanumeric histogram for long strings. By adopting q-grams (or length-q substrings), CQ-trees can be created fast and correctly within small available memory. Furthermore, we mathematically provide the lower and upper bounds that the count estimation can reach to. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to present such bounds among research activities to estimate the alphanumeric selectivity. Our experimental study shows that the CQ-tree outperforms the CS-tree in terms of the building time and accuracy.
Introduction
Substring count estimation in extremely long string data such as DNA sequences is one of the problems to extract selectivity estimates by using alphanumeric histograms, which are compactly kept in several memory blocks (we call the allowed memory size for the histograms the space limit) [1] - [5] . In the scope of such problems, query patterns can be represented with 'like' and wildcards ( * ) in where clauses as the following:
where chromosomes like " * CATGGGA * ".
Given a query pattern against long strings, we would like to estimate the number of occurrences matching the pattern for selecting the best query plan by query optimizers, or to return the quick count with its lower and upper bounds as approximate results. That is, when the count of a pattern p is denoted by C p , our answer for the above pattern looks like C CATGGGA 100, and 80 ≤ C CATGGGA ≤ 130, where 80 and 130 are the bounds of C CATGGGA . Among the earlier work for alphanumeric selectivity estimates, research endeavors most closely related to ours are done by Krishnan et al. [1] and Jagadish et al. [2] . Both of them keep the substring count distribution in a CS-tree, which is a variation of suffix trees [6] - [8] used for indexing substrings. Then, for a given pattern, the pattern is partitioned or parsed to substrings that the CS-tree contains for estimating its count. Even though the CS-tree is useful to keep count information for the substrings of short strings such as name or title, the CS-tree has several drawbacks if the tree is applied to extremely long strings. One is that some of its count values may be incorrect, which is caused by frequent pruning. The other is that it is too hard or at least slow to construct the CS-tree because the size of any suffix can be close to or exceed available memory [8] .
To estimate the number of substring matches in long strings, we propose the count q-gram tree (CQ-tree), which consists of length-q substrings (or q-grams [9] , [10] ) instead of suffixes. A CQ-tree can be mapped into a full tree, which is represented with a one-dimensional array, so the CQ-tree is built fast just by increasing the counts stored as array buckets; that is, without adding or deleting any nodes. On the other hand, for providing the lower and upper bounds of the pattern matches, we explore the count relationships of adjacent or overlapped substrings. As a result, we prove both of the bounds mathematically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the related work. Section 3 proposes a CQ-tree and its properties. In Sect. 4, we attempt to integrate the CS-tree with the CQ-tree. In Sect. 5, we present the lower and upper bound that the number of occurrences of a query pattern can reach to, and prove them mathematically. The results from our experimental study are presented in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7, we deliver the conclusions of this work.
Related Work
Note that in the earlier version of this paper [11] , we presented the CQ-tree and the lower and upper bounds of an estimated count, omitting CQ-tree building algorithm (in Sect. 3), the CS-array (in Sect. 4), and many experimental results (in Sect. 6).
The first work to estimate the substring selectivity was done by Krishnan et al. [1] . For a single alphanumeric attribute, the authors presented a CS-tree as the structure of statistical information, and developed several estimation Copyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers techniques. Jagadish et al. [2] presented another selectivity estimation algorithms such as MO, MOC, and MOLC with using the same CS-tree. The authors parsed a pattern into subpatterns overlapped maximally, whereas the pattern is partitioned disjointly by Krishnan et al..
The problem of substring selectivity estimation has been extended to the multi-dimension problem by Jagadish et al. [5] and the multi-keyword problem by Chen et al. [4] . The former handles several alphanumeric attributes, each of which has a single predicate. For this purpose, multi-dimensional CS-trees and MO have been presented. The latter deals with a single attribute having several keywords connected by the boolean operators such as AND, OR, and NOT. An example is "peanut AND butter". To solve the problem, the authors employed the set hashing technique to represent the set of strings containing a given substring as a signature vector of hash values.
As the background closely related to our work, we introduce the CS-tree with an example, and MO estimation strategy in the following sections.
CS-Tree
A CS-tree is a variation of suffix trees [6] , which are widely used for data compression [12] , pattern matching [13] , and other applications. For a string σ, its CS-tree is obtained by inserting σ and its suffixes into the tree with sharing the common prefix between any pair of suffixes. In the tree, each edge has a label, and each node keeps a count for a concatenation of labels from the root to the node. Each label concatenation corresponds to a substring present at σ. Consequently, the CS-tree keeps the count information for the substrings of σ.
For example, Fig. 1 is a CS-tree for a string ababba. Its suffixes ababba, babba, . . ., a are put into the CS-tree, and each of them becomes a root-to-leaf path. The count value 6 of the root node means that six suffixes are inserted to the tree, and the count value 2 for a label concatenation ab traversed from the root implies that two suffixes begin with ab, and in other words, a substring ab occurs twice in ababba.
To estimate selectivity (or count) quickly, the space to store CS-tree is restricted; for example, one-block size memory. So small-count nodes are occasionally pruned out while the CS-tree is built. In Fig. 1 , count-1 nodes would be pruned. Fig. 1 For a string ababba, its suffixes and CS-tree.
The pruning causes some counts to be incorrect in the CS-tree. Imagine a case that at first a node having the small count of aba is pruned out, but after that a lot of aba appear, and finally another node for aba survives. In the case, the count of aba is incorrect because the final count does not include the number of aba that has appeared before the first pruning.
Another shortcoming of the CS-tree is that during the building phase it is hard to handle so long suffixes that cannot fit in the memory because the CS-tree building process compares a suffix with another, and prunes only nodes, not labels. As a result, the CS-tree is not suited for long strings.
Count Estimation with CS-Tree
MO (Maximal Overlap) that Jagadish et al. [2] have suggested parses a given pattern into all maximal substrings that can be found in the CS-tree. For example, pattern aba is divided into ab and ba with overlapping b, and C aba representing the count of aba is obtained from C ab , C ba , and C b as shown in the below
where the probability of a following ab (=C aba /C ab ) is approximated to that of a following b (=C ba /C b ).
CQ-Tree
In this section, we propose a CQ-tree and present its properties.
Target Database and Notation
A target database τ containing long strings can be defined as {σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ n }, where σ k is a string over an alphabet Σ. The alphabet size |Σ| denotes the number of distinct single characters in the database. For a string σ, σ[i : j] denotes the substring starting at the i-th position and ending at the j-th position. As shown in Fig. 2 , a target database is DNA sequences. Each DNA sequence is a very long string over a four-letter alphabet of A, C, G and T. So, its |Σ| is 4.
Definition and Properties of CQ-Tree
The definition of a CQ-tree is formally stated as follows.
Definition 1:
A CQ-tree for a database τ containing strings σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n is a trie, such that is built by sharing common prefixes of length-q substrings (called q-grams) and all suffixes of the last q-gram present in τ. In the tree, each edge has a label, a part of the common prefixes. Each node has the count of a concatenation of labels from the root to the node.
For a string ababba, for example, Fig. 3 shows its q-grams and CQ-tree, where q is 3. The CQ-tree consists of q-grams aba, bab, abb, bba and suffixes ba, a of the last q-gram bba.
The basic ideas of a CQ-tree are label-pruning and prepruning, whereas a CS-tree follows node-pruning and postpruning. In Fig. 1 , let us consider a suffix ababba. The root-to-leaf path corresponding to the suffix consists of three nodes except for the root: a-, b-, and abba-labeled nodes. The last node would be pruned later because its count is small. In short, the node is pruned later. In contrast, before inserting the suffix ababba into the CQ-tree, its tail is cut to be the first q-gram aba in Fig. 3 . These ideas reduce the number of operations to create and prune nodes.
Mapping CQ-Tree to Full Tree
A CQ-tree can be mapped into a full tree because all rootto-leaf paths have labels of fixed-length q. In the full tree, its height is q, and its fanout is the alphabet size |Σ|. In Figs. 3 and 4, a CQ-tree is changed to a full binary tree. During the change, five nodes having 0 count are newly created in the full binary tree, and one node is added by splitting two nodes on the path bba to three ones.
The benefit of mapping a CQ-tree to a full tree is that the full tree can be stored as a one-dimensional array compactly (without any labels and pointers), which has been known as to a full binary tree [14] . When the count of a length-n string σ is stored in i-th bucket of the array, we call i the mapping code of σ, which is denoted by mcode(σ). The mapping code is calculated as follows. First, each alphabet (or length-1 string) is assigned a distinct number from 1 to |Σ| for its code. Then, mcode(σ) is recursively defined as
For example, The size of a CQ-tree stored in an array is t×(|Σ| q+1 −1)/ (|Σ| − 1), where t is the size of a count, and the rest is the number of CQ-tree nodes. Due to the space limit, the size of the tree must be no more than the given space S ; that is,
By arranging this equation in terms of q, we can obtain
By (3), we can decide q before building the CQ-tree. It should be noted that the size of a CQ-tree has nothing to do with the total size and number of strings that a database contains. Although strings in the database get more and longer, the tree size does not change. As a property of strings, the alphabet size |Σ| affects the size of the tree. The building algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Integration of CS-Tree and CQ-Tree
The CS-tree keeps top counts, but the number of top counts is small because labels and pointers occupy the space. In contrast, the CQ-tree holds more counts than the CS-tree by the array mapping, but may lose several top counts because the CQ-tree stores the count of substrings of length 1 up to only q. Now, we make an attempt to integrate the advantages of both trees.
First, we assume that unlimited memory is available during the building phase. For a length-n string, all of its substrings can be counted in a CQ-tree whose q-gram length is n without any loss. Then, we choose top counts with their mapping codes as many as fitted in the space limit; that is, a form of mcode(σ), C σ for each top-count substring σ. The group of top counts represented in this way is called the CS-array, which is illustrated in Fig. 6 . During the estimation phase, the count of any substring is found by a binary search with its mapping code, not a tree traversal. In summary, we store top counts without wasting the limited space by labels and pointers.
In practice, available memory may be too small to create a CQ-tree containing long string data fully. Therefore, we present a way to find all top counts with small available memory. It is done by creating temporary memoryresident CQ-trees with scanning data strings several times. For each scan, two main procedures buildCQTrees() and pickTopCounts() are called repeatedly. Procedure buildCQTrees() builds one or more than one CQ-trees. Each temporary CQ-tree has its own global prefix ρ and the common q-gram length q. During the scan, all occurrences matching the set of global prefixes are searched, and then a length-q substring following each occurrence is inserted into its corresponding CQ-tree. After the scan ended, top counts are picked in temporary CQ-trees. If any of the top counts is a leaf node, the leaf will be a global prefix for the next scan. This is because the descendant nodes of the leaf may be one of the final top counts, but they never be counted yet. Until there is no leaf node among the top counts, the two procedures are repeated. Figure 7 shows the building process to pick top-8 counts with available memory of keeping 15 counts. In the first scan, the buildCQTrees() procedure creates the topmost CQ-tree with 3 for the q-gram length and a null string for the global prefix. After that, eight gray-colored counts are selected and stored as the temporary CS-array by pickTopCounts(). There is no need to keep the topmost CQ-tree any longer. In the second scan, two CQ-trees (located in the bottom) are created at the same time, because there are two leafs mcode(aba) = 9 and mcode(bba) = 13 among the CS-array. That is, the prefixes of the trees are aba and bba, respectively. Again, pickTopCounts() selects top-8 (thick-lined) counts from the CS-array and two newly created CQ-trees. None of the top counts are leafs, so the building process is ended. The building algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Building a CS-array
Input: a string database D, available memory M, space limit S begin the set of global prefix P = {""}; top counts T = ∅; while P is not ∅ do q = decideQ(M,P,the alphabet size of D); the set of cq-trees CQ = buildCQTrees(D,q,P); T = pickTopCounts(T, CQ); P = the set of mapping codes of leaf nodes contained in T ; end end
Count Relationships
In this section, we present how to calculate the count estimation and the lower and upper bounds.
Count Estimation
To estimate the count of a pattern σ of length n with CQ-trees, we just use the MO strategy [2] . Suppose that length-n pattern σ is given against a CQ-tree, which provides all the counts of length-q or below length-q substrings (n > q). The count is simply estimated by MO [2] . By adjusting Formula (1) to the CQ-tree, we can obtain
If the denominator of (4) is 0, C σ[1:n] must be 0, because the count of a string is 0 if any of its substrings has 0 as the count.
Lower and Upper Bounds
We begin with a lemma as a basis for the lower and upper bounds.
Lemma 1:
For two strings α and β, αβ denotes the concatenation of α and β, andβ denotes the set of all strings except for β. Then, the following is satisfied.
Lemma 1 (a) implies that the string α has, as its following string, β or any other strings except for β. Lemma 1 (b) is easily obtained from Lemma 1 (a), because all the counts are positive or zero in Lemma 1 (a). Firstly, we consider the upper bound of a pattern σ. It is obtained by extending Lemma 1 (b). The count of pattern σ must be equal to or below the counts of all q-grams present in σ as follows:
Secondly, we consider the lower bound of C σ .
Lemma 2:
For three strings α, β, and γ, C αβγ ≥ C αβ +C βγ − C β is satisfied.
is also done. By substituting the left and right terms of (iii) with (i) and (ii), we can get (iv) C β − C βγ ≥ C αβ − C αβγ . Consequently, Lemma 2 is proved by rearranging (iv). By Lemma 2, we can say that the count of a pattern p = αβγ is equal to or greater than C αβ + C βγ − C β .
Theorem 1:
For a string σ of length n, the count of σ can be bounded by all the counts of its q-grams and (q-1)-grams as follows:
Proof We will prove Theorem 1 by the mathematical induction. When n is q + 1 as the initial condition, the theorem is satisfied by replacing α, β, and γ of Lemma 2 with σ [1:1] , σ [2:q] , and σ [q+1:q+1] , respectively. Namely,
Then, we assume that when n is k (in here, k > q + 1), the theorem is true, that is,
From now on, we try to show that the theorem is satisfied when n is k + 1. First, when Lemma 2 has α = σ[1 :
Then, applying (8) to (9) yields
Once again, by Lemma 2,
is obtained, hence (10) is changed into
Finally, by rearranging (12), we can get
which is the theorem on the time that n is k + 1. In summary, we first showed that the theorem is true, when n is q + 1. Then, it was also shown that if when n is k, the theorem is true, so is it when n is k + 1. Consequently, Theorem 1 is proved. From Theorem 1, the lower bound of C σ is max
because the count cannot be negative. It should be noted that the CQ-tree has all the exact counts used in the lower and upper bounds. Namely, the CQ-tree supports both of the bounds well.
Example 1: Given C bcd = 40, C abcd = 20, and C bcde = 30, estimate C abcde together with the lower and upper bounds.
Solution 1:
•
Experiments
In this section, we show experimental results to compare the performance of the CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array in terms of the building time and estimation accuracy. All the experiments were performed on a 3.0-GHz Pentium 4 processor with the main memory of 1 GB and one hard disk of 200 GB. The operating system was Linux of kernel 2.4.22-2.
Data Sets
For our experiments, we mainly used the real data sets, the DNA sequence of the first human chromosome provided by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [15] . The sequence is a series of five alphabets A, C, G, T, and N, where N represents an unidentified character. Its size is 233 MB. The occurrence of each alphabet is approximately 68 for A in millions, 48 millions for C, 48 for G, 67 for T, and 0.6 for N. It should be noted that the count of N is much smaller than that of the rest. From the sequence, we generated four data sets D2, D3, D4, and D5 of the different domain size. Among them, D5 data set was the original sequence data. D4 was created by eliminating N from D5 without changing any order. Similarly, D3 was from D4 by eliminating T, and D2 was from D3 by eliminating G. Since the count of N is very small comparative to the others, D5 is a skewed real-world data set, and D2 through D4 are little-skewed synthetic data sets. In the CQ-tree built from the data sets, the standard deviations of leaf-node counts are approximately 150 thousands for D2 through D4, and 500 thousands for D5.
To test the effect of the data skew, we additionally generated five synthetic data sets Z0, Z0.5, Z1, Z1.5, and Z2, where the number following 'Z' means the factor of the zipf distribution. The length of every data set is 1 million, and the domain size is 4. The count of each alphabet appeared in a data set follows the zipf distribution.
Tree Building
For each data set, we built a CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array, measuring the building time. Creating the CS-tree, we added nodes within available memory of 50 MB, then pruned them to 5 MB whenever the memory was full, and finally packed them to given limited spaces. The CS-array also was created with 50-MB available memory. In contrast, the CQ-tree needed the memory equal to a space limit. In the same space, the CS-array contains double the number of nodes that the CS-tree does, and in turn, the CQ-tree contains double the number of nodes that the CS-array does. For the limit space of 4 KB, the number of nodes is 256 for the CS-tree, 512 for the CS-array, and 1024 for the CQ-tree, if we use the count of size 4 B.
Their building times are listed in Table 1 . For the CS-tree and CQ-tree, they were created in one scan with or without pruning nodes, respectively. The frequent pruning causes the building of the CS-tree to be much slow. For the CS-array, it was created much faster than the CS-tree, but slower than the CQ-tree. It can be explained by three reasons: the array counting, one or more scan, and more computations for larger temporary CQ-trees built. Since the CS-array was created without adding and deleting nodes like the CQ-tree, it took smaller time than the CS-tree. However, we have to scan all the data sets more than once except for D3, building larger temporary CQ-trees within available memory, not space limit. As a result, the building time of the CS-array is bigger than that of the CQ-tree.
Estimation Accuracy
To compare the estimation accuracy of the CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array, we generated a query set for each pair of data sets and query lengths. The query set was a set of 1,000 length-q substrings randomly picked from the corresponding data set.
The estimation strategy that we used was MO [2] . Then, the estimation accuracy was measured by the following equation
Under the above conditions, we conducted experiments with varying three factors: the domain size, the query length, and the space limit to store the trees. Another factor, tree search time, was not considered, because the search time was trivial when all the trees were kept in memory.
Domain Size
We looked into the effect of the domain size with the space limit of 4 KB and 8 KB. The length of all queries used was 12. Figure 8 shows the experimental result. For each tree, the error rate increases with the domain size. This is because the trees become shallower as the domain size is bigger in the same space. In the comparison of the error rates for a data set, the CQ-tree is the most accurate, but the CS-tree is the worst.
In Fig. 8 (a) , the error rate 5 of the CS-tree for D5 is really high, although it looks like 1 (we cut the bar at the error rate of 1). This inaccuracy is caused by the estimation of patterns containing N. As noted in Sect. 6.1, the count of N is very small. Therefore, the CS-tree did not contain even the count of N when its size was 4 KB. In addition, N tended to appear overcrowded in only a few places like an example CAGNNNNNNNA. As a result, if N was included in a selected query, the query had a series of N, which aggravated the inaccuracy. For the CS-tree shown in Fig. 8 (b) , its error rate is considerably low comparative to Fig. 8 (a) , because the CS-tree can keep several substrings containing N by the increase of the space limit.
Query Length
We examined the effect of the query length with D4 and D5 data sets for the space limit of 4 KB. Figure 9 (a) shows the result for D4 data set. With the query length, the error rates of the CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array increase by approximately 0.04. For all the query lengths except for 6, the CQ-tree estimated the count best. For the query length of 11 and 12, the CS-array is worse than the CS-tree. That is, the more node cannot guarantee the more accurate estimation. This can be explained with the following example. Suppose that the CS-array contains the count of abcd and cde, whereas the CS-tree contains the count of abc and cde. Then, the count of a pattern abcde is estimated by calculating (C abcd C cde )/C cd from the CS-array, and (C abc C cde )/C c from the CS-tree. Sometimes, the probability of de following abc may represent the count relationship for C abcde better than that of e following abcd. For D5 data set shown in Fig. 9 (b) , the same bad estimation happens like in Fig. 8 (b) . The error rate of the CS-tree depends on how many queries contain N in its corresponding query set.
Space Limit
We studied the effect of the space limit varying 1 though 16 KB. The experiments were conducted with queries of length 12 for D4 and D5 data sets. The results are plotted in Fig. 10 . Roughly, for D4 data set, the error rates of the CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array decrease slightly with the space limit. Given 2-and 4-KB space limit, CQ-trees for both are identical, thus their estimations are as well. For D5 data set, the bad estimation caused by N happened when the space limits were 1, 2, and 4 in KB, but did not happen at the space limit of 8 and 16. Namely, 8 KB is the minimum space limit if the CS-tree should be used. Double of the space limit does not lead to a considerable reduction of the error rate. When the tree level increases by one, the tree grows exponentially, so double of the space limit cannot produce more than one-level rise. For the CQ-tree against D5, its maximum level was 4 for 1 KB and 2 KB, 5 for 4 KB and 8 KB, and 6 for 16 KB. 
Data Skew
We tested the effect of the data skew using the synthetic data sets Z0, Z0.5, Z1, Z1.5 and Z2. Firstly, Fig. 11 (a) shows the experimental results for all the data sets when the space limit is 8 KB. With more skewed data sets, all of CS-tree, CQ-tree, and CS-array become more accurate, but when the factor is 2, the accuracy of CS-tree and CS-array are too high. As explained before, this is caused by the overfitting to the data sets. Secondly, we increased the space limit with Z1 data set. Figure 11 (b) shows that all the methods become slightly accurate, and that CQ-tree and CS-array are always better than CS-tree.
Lower and Upper Bounds
To show how tight the lower and upper bounds that we presented are, we measured interval rate = upper bound − lower bound actual count (16) against all of the data sets when the space limit is 8 KB. Figure 12 shows that the interval rate does not have any trend as to both the domain size for the real data sets and the data skew for the synthetic data sets.
Conclusion
A CS-tree is an alphanumeric histogram that keeps substring-count distribution to estimate substring selectivity. Although shown good for a collection of short strings, the CS-tree reveals two drawbacks against extremely long string data. One is that some of its counts may be incorrect, which results from the occasional pruning. The other is that it is hard to construct the CS-tree over the target strings. Therefore, we proposed a new alphanumeric histogram called the CQ-tree. The CQ-tree can be compactly stored as a one-dimensional array without wasting the limited space with labels and pointers. As a result, a CQ-tree can be built approximately fifty times faster, and keep four times more counts that a CS-tree, which leads to the better estimation accuracy.
In addition, we provide mathematically the lower and upper bounds that an estimated count can reach to with the CQ-tree. We believe that the bounds presented are helpful to a user or a query optimizer.
